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Hi, I’m Eric Louis, marketing consultant and sales professional. If 
you want to get better results from your own marketing, I can help 
you build a solid sales system that will bring in a steady stream of 
new leads and customers each month. 

This book is a short summary of 7 years of b2b sales, $20k person-
ally spent on Adwords, hundreds of thousands of managed click 
spend, and my own entrepreneurial endeavors.

It’s full of strategies, stories, and insights that will help you slash 
lead or customer acquisition costs, fill the pipeline and make more 
money.  

If you have existing Adwords campaigns, an audit is a great way to 
discover how I can help you build your business and increase your 

profits.  My skill set and area of focus is with service based businesses who use Google Ad-
words to generate leads such as B2B, SaaS, Law-firm marketing and other types of business 
who advertise to generate phone calls and appointments.   

For more information visit www.EricLouisConsulting.com

http://ericlouisconsulting.com/hire-eric/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=surv-guide-referral


 “Great job Eric, cutting the vein and letting 
it bleed and telling about your spills and 
embarrassments and pink kool-aid days 
while you were cutting your teeth in sales. 
Along with a great introduction to hard 
core ROI-accountable response-based 
marketing. For everyone who's trying to 
generate leads or make a website pay, it's 
a rocking good read.”

www.perrymarshall.com 

https://m171.isrefer.com/go/8020sm/ericdick/


WHO THIS GUIDE IS FOR 
This book is for forward-thinking professionals who refuse to blindly do things 
the way they’ve always done, but also know it’s not always necessary to re-in-
vent the wheel. Sometimes you just have to discover a better way!

It’s about understanding why online campaigns succeed or fail and what kind of 
mechanisms need to be in place in order to maximize profits from Google Ad-
words. 

For instance it's a bad idea for your website content to speak  to all visitors as if 
they are the same.  It's a good idea to use something called a lead magnet as 
only a small number of people are ready to do business with you now.  Using a 
lead magnet or promoting problem solving information is more compelling than 
promoting facts and figures about your business. 

Anything worth doing takes effort, but work alone doesn’t guarantee results.  
Getting the desired outcome (increasing profits) requires knowledge and doing 
the right things, in the right order, at the right time. 

To that end you will NOT increase your bottom line by following free articles - 
even those that come from the most well respected sources.  

By all means be informed, but realize, little of the what the media publishes will 
be relevant to YOUR business right now.  Just like people won’t get the body of 
their dreams by reading fitness magazines, no one will truly grow a business fol-
lowing entrepreneur.com.  

Even with the best intentions and work ethic, going that route will be time con-

http://entrepreneur.com
http://entrepreneur.com


Quick Start Section
How to Use This  Guide to Get Results in 2 Weeks 
or Less 

Yes that’s 2 weeks, it takes TIME to get results - even months and years.  If you’re looking for 
an overnight miracle for the low price of $49 - it’s not hard to find “deals” like that — fans, visi-
tors, rankings…$199/month “done for you Internet Marketing.”  If that’s what you’re into GOOD 
LUCK.  

You can get results results quickly from implementing what’s in the quick start section, but YOU 
WILL HAVE TO FOCUS and you can’t let urgent but trivial non business building tasks get you 
distracted.  This section assumes that words like “copy writing” and “Google Analytics” don’t 
sound like Greek to you.  

If much of this is new, I’m happy to schedule a personal consultation to help you priori-
tize these opportunities for your business.  

Here goes. 

1. Segment the messaging you use on potential customers.  In other words, STOP WRIT-
ING TO EVERYONE AS IF THEY ARE ALL THE SAME.  Instead, identify your main bread 
and butter everyday customers and “adjust” you messaging so that it speaks to these 2-3 
main groups of potential clients or customers.  That’s it just two or three - most of you cus-

tomers probably fit 2-3 types.  Once you’ve done this, make it easy for these groups of peo-
ple to get UNIQUE CONTENT THAT APPEALS TO THEM from your home page. See ex-
ample from www.TruthAboutAbs.com.   There are also ways in Adwords (site extensions) to 

http://www.TruthAboutAbs.com


catch the attention of these different groups of people.  And what do you think happens 
when they see ads and websites that speak to their unique problems and challenges?  They 
respond more! More leads and hopefully more profit!  Remember it takes a very long time to 
win business solely by word of mouth.  Almost any old website will do when a prospect finds 
you by getting a glowing testimonial from someone they 100% trust.  But, you need to em-
ploy what you read here IF you want to maximize ROI from Internet searchers who DO NOT 
yet know, like, and trust you.  

2. Create a Lead Magnet - that will attract BOTH hot and warm prospects. 

A lead magnet is SOMETHING of VALUE you give potential customers in exchange for their in-
formation, perhaps just a name and email, maybe a full snail mail address.  It’s usually best to 
only ask for as little as possible but this can vary by industry/niche.  A lead magnet is used to 
improve response rates from advertisements but more importantly educate and persuade poten-
tial customers. 

For example: 
Think of 5 answers that address common challenges and “objections” people have that you ex-
plain to potential customers over and over.  Lace this into a 5 day email series or short guide 
that could be titled “5 Critical Things to Know Before (buying/implementing/choosing) what you 
offer”

“5 Key Things to Know Before You Buy a Guitar on Ebay”
“5 Critical Things to Know About Industrial Dust Collection Apparatuses”
“5 Critical Things to Know Before You Start a Google Adwords Campaign”
“7 Ways Insurance Companies Fool Car Accident Victims Into Accepting Low Settlement Offers”
“6 Common Mistakes That Cost Car Accident Victims Big Money”
“7 Myths About Tax Process Automation”
“23 things Insurance Corporations Don’t Want Car Accident Victims to Know”

Advertise information such as this instead of facts and features about your business.  Send this 
to potential customers when they request info from you in an auto responder sequence that you 
can load into services such as Mail Chimp, Aweber, or Constant Contact. The call to action 
could be “Contact Us and Get This Free Series That Will (Insert Big Benefit)”

Google Ads that talk about the who, what, when, and where of your business are boring.      

Ads that promote problem solving info usually out perform ads that promote business info.  
You’ll get more responses from ads by promoting problem solving information that versus right 
for the sale or “free consultation” which more and more people can tell is a sales pitch.  Sure, a 
small percentage may want to talk or buy now and you can still get those sales or calls, but they 
likely represent less than 5% of your web visitors.  By all means advertise for immediate sales 
but also capture those warm prospects who may become clients in the not so distant future. 



3. Start tracking the important conversions on your website such as phone calls, or when peo-
ple fill out contact forms to request a phone consultation or to download free reports.

Google Analytics will handle website form fills and you can track each form as it’s own unique 
goal.  If you get lots of phone calls you’ll likely need a paid service to track phone calls to specif-
ic keyword searches or referring websites/advertisements that trigger the call.  If you currently 
advertise on Google Adwords and are not tracking conversions YOU MUST START - this 
is so you can pause/delete what doesn’t work and allocate budget to what is working - getting 
most for your money.  Aka Optimizing the Campaign! 

For Adwords Tracking Click Here.

For Analytics Go Here. 

YOU ALSO NEED TO KNOW HOW MUCH YOU’RE WILLING TO SPEND TO ACQUIRE A 
CUSTOMER.  In b2b sales this can be tens of thousands of dollars, when you consider the 
sales cycle from first cold call to signed contract and how many people work on the deal and 
how much time it took, how much money, and how much salary it took.

For others maybe you’re cost per sale is $1,000 maybe it’s $1,000. 

BOTTOM LINE IS THAT YOU NEED TO KNOW THE NUMBER 
WRITE THAT NUMBER DOWN 
NOW____________________________!

https://support.google.com/adwords/answer/1722054?hl=en
http://www.google.com/analytics/


My story and how it applies to you.

In high school I was a gloomy teenager often spotted in combat boots, jeans, and skull t shirts.  
Freshman year I rarely even spoke in class figuring that if I was quiet I wouldn’t get messed 
with.  

What helped me break out of my “mold” was working 
in the restaurant business, which forced me to deal 
with the public.  In total I spent 10 years waiting tables 
and also as a part time DJ, not an emcee, this brought 
in steady cash which was helpful later on…

A few years after my first job as a busboy, I was hired 
by Vector Marketing, the company that recruits college 
kids to sell Cutco Knives to family, friends, neighbors.  
Cutco is a quality product I don’t regret selling, but 
most never make more than a handful of sales.  

I sold a few sets but never had the gumption to ask for 
referrals consequently my market dried up and I 
moved on.  But to this day I still use the 5 piece set I 
sold Grandma way back.

A few years later, a guy named “Arturo” calls and asks 
if I’d be interested in learning how to make an extra 

$1,500 a month part time - turns out he knew an-
other waiter I worked with.  Most people would 
politely decline or hang up, but being optimistic 
(and naive) I agree to attend an “opportunity 
meeting.”  

The meeting was really a sales pitch in a crappy office on the side of the high-way that had a 
few Porches out front and beaters in the back.  

At Chiller Theatre - East Rutherford, NJ w/ Jerry 
Only and Doyle from The Misfits.  

 



The “opportunity” was selling life insurance with Primerica, a spin off of Citi-Group, but the real 
money is made when you recruit and build a team of others do to the same. 
“Save the middle class” was the battle cry. The concept is great, but like most “Multi-Level” 
businesses, about 90% of those who use the product are also involved with the income oppor-
tunity, which makes you wonder… 

“Is this a real product or a clever way to disguise a pyramid scheme?” 

It’s very much a “product-based” pyramid scheme. (Bill Ackmen’s website about Herbalife is 
very interesting if you want to go deep down the rabbit hole http://www.factsaboutherbalife.com/)

Calling people to make appointments was brutal and awkward - even when calling my friends 
parents who knew me for ages.  

The learning lesson was cold calling sucks, and if you want to sell - you must have credibility. 

I had zero credibility, but didn’t realize it at the time.. 

When I couldn’t book appointments with friends, family, and neighbors, I approached strangers 
in public. 

One day dressed in a suit trying to look important, I went to the local train station and county 
college.  I pitched a few random people and ended up getting an appointment with a young fam-
ily from Elizabeth, NJ who was almost my first customer, but I couldn’t close the deal.    

I probably could have but didn’t know what it really took.  (Very often in sales no one talks about 
the ugly things done to close a deal - anything goes as long as commissions won’t get clawed 
back)

With kitchen table life insurance sales, you make your pitch with company brochures, but the 
real close can involve hours of “objection handling” which really means do “whatever it takes” 
until they sign or you get kicked out of the house.  I was not aware of this, nor would I want to do 
such things as part of my schtick. 

http://www.factsaboutherbalife.com/


During this time I was also working part time as a waiter and DJ-ing. A year or so after Primerica 
I took a commission only job selling AT&T phone service to small businesses.

The phone sales job wasn’t with AT&T directly it was through a company they partnered with 
that hires mostly kids to do the selling.  I should have known something was fishy because just 
like Cutco they also did group interviews with a dozen people at a time.  Always hiring because 
people were always leaving.   

Why did some many come and go?

The job description made it sound like this sexy sales and marketing job for college grads when 
it was really knocking on doors selling phone service.  A lot of kids were pissed off when they 
learned of this (which is after they hire you) so there goes about 20 percent from the start. 

Sometimes the service looked like a good deal because the business owner could save money 
each month on their phone bill, but this was only like a quarter of the time.  To make a sale 
when the customer wouldn’t save money was “interesting.”  Reps would flirt or make it seem like 
they wouldn’t be paying standard Government taxes and line fees.  You could do anything to 
close a deal as long as you didn’t lie and say there were no cancellation fees for those people 
still in a contract.      

One day I made $500, but this was rare and a nice reward for my dogged persistence.  A typical 
week was 40 hours of work, driving all over New Jersey, and making $200-$300.  It was hot out 
and you had to wear a shirt and tie preferably a suit jacket.  While I didn't make much, I stuck 
with it all Summer.  On any given day the boss lady had 15-20 of us in the field, and during my 
stint that Summer easily 300 kids came and went.  Some lasted a day, others a week, a small 
few were around for a month or more.   

One gal I ran into years later working for Wiley the book publisher, said that the experience was 
enough to make her never ever want to go into sales.  It's sad because b2b sales is much dif-
ferent.  

After this Summer job I was back in the food biz this time at an upscale restaurant whose clien-
tele ranged from House Wives of New Jersey types and  



their guido husbands, old timers, and doctors being wined and dined by pharmaceutical reps.

I waited tables until I graduated from University.  One day while looking for a real job, I stumbled 
upon an ad from a guy named Ryan in San Diego whose website had pictures of himself travel-
ing and having fun.  There was vague mention of “the business” that afforded him his lifestyle 
and those interested were told to reach out - so I did.   

Fool Me Once Shame on You - Fool Me Again Shame on Me

Most people don’t give these things more than a few seconds of their time. But I was young and 
determined. So even though this turned out to be a little swarmy, I’m still grateful for the valu-
able learning lessons that have paid big dividends since then, for me and my clients. 

Anyhow, Ryan put me in touch w/ his advisor, who had recently moved to Miami and had at 
least quadrupled her previous 6 figure income - her personal record month was $143,000.    

I listened to the “Overview Call” and got started a few days later.  For $1,495 I could have my 
own business and best yet they would teach me how to advertise so I didn't have to cold call 
people. 

Here’s the kicker.  Several weeks after that I learned that to really make the big money I had to 
invest another $7,995, and then $12,995!!

So I jumped in and did it.  (Hell of an up-sell don’t you think?) 

$7,995 went on the credit card, and Momma lent me $12,995. (Remember I was young and de-
termined ;)) 

Again I bought into “multi-level marketing” hook line and sinker.  Even though the income dis-
claimer that showed me in COLD HARD NUMBERS that only about 1% of those involved make 
money worth talking about, I still gave it my all because as they say… 



“Winners Never Quit and Quitters Never Win.”

Quotes like this were repeated ALL THE TIME on the training (brainwashing) calls.

I did not make ANY money my first 12 months in business.  Meanwhile I was working for a start 
up at my first “real job” that’s how I had money to pay my advertising bills. 

Sales job by day, “internet marketing” and calling back leads from my ads at night.  It was harsh, 
and most people wouldn’t have had the gumption to keep up the juggle the workload for very 
long.

In the beginning I barely saw any return from my advertising.  The ads the company told me to 
place were terrible.  What I offered was a bigger ticket business opportunity.  Certainly not a 
franchise but it wasn't part time envelope stuffing either.
   
The pre-written company ads said, “Ground Floor Opportunity - Make 6 Figures From Home - 
Call Now.”

The issue is that those ads sound just like everyone else's and when you sell a commodity such 
as a business opportunity - you don’t want to look our sound like your competition.  

Time went by and I persisted for 12 months without seeing a dime - but in month 13 I made a 
sale.  A customer bought the entry level product for $1,495 and I earned my first $1,000 com-
mission.

Several weeks later, she also purchased the two other big ticket products.   As a result I earned 
$14,000 that month!  I thought I was on my way to being a millionaire in the next few years.

Others were doing it, so why not me?  I too had overcome a lot of obstacles.  Do you know how 
HARD it was to get advertisements to get a steady number responses in the “make money” 
niche?  Probably not.  It’s hard as hell.  

“Make Money” “fitness” “personal finance” “sex” “health” “credit”..these are TRULY competitive 
niches/industries. 

 Everyone and their Momma is peddling some make money scheme.  The “business opportuni-
ty” space is mega competitive online, versus what I call a “bidding war of the ignorant” which is 
what happens when a dozen or less businesses artificially inflate click costs throwing money at 
something they do not understand.  This is the trend I see among many “real” businesses that 
advertise online. 

Anyhow, another few months went buy and I only made $5,000 in that time. 

Then I made a sale to guy in Arizona, he bought all 3 products, plus a $5,000 was passed to me 
so I had my best month of $18,000, more than paying for my trip to Rome for a company con-
ference.  One of the guest speakers was Shawn Achor, top left picture he’s second from right, 
before he gave one of the most viewed TED Talks ever.  The other was Les Brown, the very 



well-known motivational guru was there, and so were twins Teresa and Nicole, before they were 
on the 6th season of Real Housewives of New Jersey.  At the time they were promoting the 
“business” as I was.   

It all sounds groovy, but when it was all said and done I just about broke even.  The REAL pay-
off was world travel, and graduating from the sales and marketing school of hard knocks.    

Eventually I stopped selling the “business opportunity” and transitioned into a trainer who could 
teach others how to advertise without losing their shirts.  

In the summer of 2009 I led a 6 week webinar course on Adwords that cost $1,097, where sev-
eral top students made over $10,000 each with what I taught them.   



I promoted the course by speaking as a guest at a $697 seminar first in Las Vegas, then in Min-
neapolis - that’s me teaching others how to build landing pages. 

A REALLY WELL QUALIFIED lead is someone who pays money to go some where to 
learn some thing.

I spent about 3 years in the “home business” industry and here’s bit of what I learned. 

By and large the CRAPPIEST products usually have the BEST advertisements although often 
times these ads are half bullshit. (Everyone has to “sell the dream” a little but in Home-Biz land 
it borders on deception - real businesses need to “sell the dream” at least a little but usually 
never do.  AKA sell the sizzle not the steak, promote benefits NOT features.)  

Most people don’t look deeply into things and like many others, I was a well intentioned but 
naive.  I thought I was offering people a a real shot at free enterprise and a way out of the rat 
race.  The reality was that there was nothing unique about what was offered, all of these well 
known speakers who presented at our events gave speeches all over the place.  

The real problem is that it’s a crappy hard business most people fail at but it’s made to look like 
a walk in the park.    

“You too can learn how to place the same classified ads that allowed me to make $50,000 per 
week from my tiny one bedroom apartment.” 

I’m glad I never did more than break even. I found out years later speaking confidentially with 
the big money makers, that they made most of their money telling people they knew had zero 
business skills that “one day” they would make it.  The most successful guy in the biz was a 



Mormon who was a killer listener and super soft spoken that people, even grown men, would 
cry to them about how miserable they are.  These were not broke and destitute people, adults 
with high paying jobs who were guilty they never saw their kids. 

He would promise them support but once they paid him he’d disappear.  Several of these peo-
ple told me so as they hired me to train them about advertising.  This guy doesn’t drink coffee or 
alcohol per the Book of Mormon, but had no problem taking money from people and running.     

Similar to my stint selling life insurance no one ever talked about how ugly the closing process 
is.  

Keep in mind that these were not conniving boiler room salesmen ripping people off.  We sold 
seminars that had reputable speakers and authors such as Les Brown - they were just expen-
sive and all of the people attended also sold the “opportunity.”  

Most people who get involved with these things were lazy and didn’t want to work or learn new 
things.  I wasn’t like that and really took to learning about advertising.   This made me more than 
qualified to set up and optimize advertising campaigns for real businesses which is how I later 
made the lucrative part time income I really wanted in the first place.  

During that time, I spent over $20,000 of my own money buying clicks so you can bet I was 
concerned with doing more that just “getting clicks.”  This is called direct response advertising, 
or performance marketing.

Many are only familiar with the fluffy part of marketing like having 
a logo or brochure designed.  This is marketing - it’s easy fun 
part that makes everyone feel clever   
The hard part of marketing involves thinking hard about who your customer really is, what they 
want, how much they will pay, what the benefits are, and where your offering fits in among other 
things. 

After this is when you think about colors and logos and after this you advertise which is essen-
tially getting the word out. 

Much of what I learned about advertising, especially the copywriting part, helped in my day to 
day sales job that I had at a start up - later acquired by Thomson Reuters for a rumored $100 
million plus.  

Writing 3 line Google ads helped me with elevator pitches.  A good copywriter knows that you 
begins a sales letter with a catchy headline and then talk about problems.  Knowing how to write 
a sales letter really helped me craft compelling sales presentations.  



Too many sales people talk and bore their prospects to death…

What most sales people do is lead with facts and figures about their company and products and 
wonder why their prospects get bored.  Understanding copywriting also helped me write an 
email back to a prospect who told me towards the end of the sales cycle that he was now con-
sidering a competitors offer.  The email was definitely on the longer side but was a really thor-
ough explanation of why he should choose us over them.  Ultimately it worked, and it’s how I 
won the company’s first Canadian client worth over $100,000. 

While at the start up I managed the Search Marketing Campaign taking it from brutally wasteful 
to an effective lead generation tool that fed leads to the entire sales team.  Did it bring in the 
biggest deals ever?  No.  But it did generate over $1 million or so in license and consulting fees 
during the year I managed the campaigns all with a $500 monthly spend on clicks.  

Sometimes in B2B a winning paid Google Campaign won’t move mountains, but once it’s in 
place now you can direct all sorts of traffic to the same or a nearly similar website with LinkedIn 
ads, direct mail, articles, videos and more.  In other words you can use Pay Per Click to inform 
and entire online marketing strategy. 

I spent just over a year at the startup prior to acquisition and then 4 years with Thomson 
Reuters.  I learned quite a few things along the way. 

For starters my company and it’s competitors really grew because of new financial accounting 
standards.   Without new regulation (that forced change) it would have only been a nice little 
business.  I definitely think the regulation was a stroke of luck for all of us. The 4 company 
founders are definitely smart guys who played their cards right but they’re not serial entrepre-
neurs who’ve gone on to create new businesses that are doing anything close to their first.  Of 
the four original partners two are still with Thomson Reuters. (Most start ups fail because no one 
wants what they sell)   

Also, we had a good product, but having a good product is not enough.   

http://fortune.com/2014/09/25/why-startups-fail-according-to-their-founders/


Development was in house, so was support, and there were very talented and passionate peo-
ple in product management who listened closely to what customers needed and wanted.  

They also partnered with top accounting firms which did 2 important things.  One, the firms paid 
their own software license fees which were good for at least a million annually - so they could 
then use the software on their own clients.  

Second, when we chased our own business we could tell customers that they would used the 
same software used by 9/10 top accounting firms. 
This was important because accounting firms have a lot of clout in the space we were in..   

By contrast, another company I worked for later called SAI Global approached it this way.  It’s 
product was very mature and very little was sold in Europe which is probably why a number of 
reps had come and gone in the year I was there.  

The team in the US was winning most or all of the new clients.  Development of it’s new plat-
form was done in the UK without ever considering feedback from US based customers or sales 
reps.  As a result the first new version bombed causing long time clients to cancel.  To top it all 
off development is outsourced to a third party.   

I think you can see where this is going - it’s a lot of commotion for a mature business unit that 
has stagnant or little growth.  And to top it off they wanted to charge $3,000+ for what it’s com-
petitors gave away for free.  The sad thing is that for MANY business these free solutions are 
adequate. 
     
I also saw first hand that a wide range of personalities can succeed in b2b sales.  Introverts, 
peppy cheerleader types, Joe’s that slap ya on the back, and everything in between.  If you 
have the right audience and are skilled with the basics of sales (granted this takes a bit of time) 
then personality and superficial character traits don’t matter.   

In b2b, the customer either needs it or they don’t.  If they don’t need it, they’re not buying even if 
they want it because wants and needs are two different things.  And many who need it may not 
have the budget or aren’t decision makers.



Even if they do have all those things they still require resource to implement the proposed new 
solution.

If a company doesn’t have the money, time, or authority there’s some long shots worth mention-
ing but it’s best to move on and revisit later.  With larger sales the main thing a sales rep does is 
find prospects who have problems and makes sure the customer buys from her when the poten-
tial customer ready - meaning they have money, time, and authority to make a purchase.  In re-
ality a sales rep can’t move mountains and shouldn’t have blame cast on them when a company 
they are trying to sell to suddenly has no budget due to a CFO mandated spending freeze.  

A sales rep can’t “Challenge” or “Don Draper” a prospect into buying if they don’t have the mon-
ey. Ads and websites can’t do this either.  They can persuade as much as possible but… 

“You can only bring a horse to water you can’t make it drink"

Someone at a kiosk in the mall can convince someone to buy something they didn’t want or 
need.  Trying to convince or persuade professional people to buy something they don’t need 
doesn’t work. (More on this in lesson 4) 

There’s a big difference between the guy balling out in his “business opportunity” and the guy 
who’s going broke.  There’s a big difference between the 31 year old virgin and a pick up artist.   

But, with larger more significant sales, the gap between an average rep and a top performer 
isn't "things" the top performer says or does, it’s that they have more qualified prospects to talk 
to such as a better territory or a manager who funnels them hot leads, or better existing cus-
tomers (some unfair advantage that doesn’t get talked about).  These are the real differentia-
tors in b2b sales.   
  
Sales training companies promote the idea that top reps do “certain” and that by paying for 
sales training average reps will learn and do the things top earners do and the whole company 
makes more money.  Recruiters love to say they’ll bring you sales talent that’s always exceeds 
quota…sales people can exceed quota for a number of reasons that have nothing to do with 
their work ethic or product knowledge.   It’s very possible to excel at one company and flop in 
another.  



No it’s not culture or personality fit - it’s product to market fit and company positioning. 

”Nearly all the usual explanations of business success are useless and exaggerate the impact 
individual managers have.  When a company is doing well we explain success in terms of it’s 
leadership and culture.  When a company starts to do badly we make the opposite attributions – 
we find all kinds of reasons why the leader and culture have screwed up.  In reality we are not 
explaining success or failure we are rationalizing it.”

This quote is from Richard Koch’s book “The Star Principle: How it Can Make You Rich” in the 
book he paraphrases the work of Professor Phil Rosenzweig.  Koch has earned himself a per-
sonal fortune that is approaching $300 million by finding and investing in what he calls “star” 
businesses. 

Rosenzweig has a PHD from The Wharton School.  His 2007 book, The Halo Effect and the 
Eight Other Business Delusions that Deceive Managers (Free Press, 2007), takes a critical look 
at the errors that pervade much business thinking. It was named Best Business Book of the 
Year by get Abstracts, and was favorably reviewed in Harvard Business Review, the Financial 
Times, The Wall Street Journal, USA Today, and dozens of other newspapers and magazines. 
To date, it has been translated into 14 languages. 

Beware the superficial that also "sounds good." 

I was hired by a company primarily because I sold $100k plus projects at my previous job and 
because I passed their “attitude” test.  The final round of the interview process was a phone call 
with boss’s boss to make sure their new candidate had the right “attitude” (whatever the hell that 
means)  

In my prior role I called upon tax executives who are easily reached by calling company head 
quarters.  Large companies manage taxes centrally - they might collect data globally - but one 
department typically at HQ deals with it. 



Success with Sales and Marketing Comes Down to a firms positioning and product to 
market fit.  Not superficial characteristics of the people who work there.

In my new role, what I learned after pounding the phone a lot is that most companies DO NOT 
have a centralized group of people that handles the stuff we were selling - it was left up to each 
location.  There really was no need for a company to spend $3,000+ buying what we offered for 
only 1 location.  I learned after many cold calls that the potential market for this offering was 
very very small.  What a sales reps “attitude” has to do with this is beyond me.  

For the large majority of companies what they offered really didn’t matter.  It dealt with technical 
and regulatory standards which are very very costly PDF documents that much like music peo-
ple LOVE to access for FREE.  For most companies I called on there was little to no need for 
what was offered. 

A lot of times organizations like the pretend they can help everyone but this is NEVER the case. 

If it’s not about some secret sales sauce then it’s about “motivation” or knowing “11 different 
closes.”  I’m all for training and improvement, and yes sales training can help one gain an edge, 
but that’s about it.  NONE of the corporate sales training I went through discussed how to prop-
erly qualify an opportunity, such as Budget, Need, Time-frame, authority.  In every company I’ve 
worked for and even in my own endeavors I’ve wasted lots of time and effort chasing the wrong 
people.      

Who are the wrong people?  Those who have not demonstrated any buyers intent.  Online an 
example is buying traffic on the wrong keywords.  Offline it’s having sales people chasing 
prospects who don't have money, problems, authority, or time.  There is a very real point of di-
minishing returns, going beyond this point buying too many clicks or with cold call blitzes is piss-
ing away money, time, and patience.  



And lastly, too many great products have bad marketing.  I'm not saying you should scrap your 
current ads and replace them with sleazy hype.  I am saying that you can benefit greatly by 
making your websites and ads more compelling and easier to understand plus properly 
measuring the results of campaigns.    

Easier said than done of course but this is the kind of work that’s worth doing.  Or you can 
chase ideas that “sound good.”  

“In God we trust…all others must bring data.” William Edwards Deming. 

Thanks for stickin’ w me if you read my story.  Admittedly it’s on the long side but there’s valu-
able lessons in there about psychology and what I’ve learned spending over $20k buying clicks, 
selling fairly costly products and services, and breaking even in the “bizz opp” battlefield. 

The rest of this guide is all about lessons and strategies you can act on to increase profits.  

Lesson 1.  Work Harder on the Market-
ing Not  Selling. 
As they say sales is a numbers game, so if you want more sales make more calls.  The parallel 
online is buying more traffic, however more outreach does not always result in a proportionate 
increase in sales.  

Yes sales is a numbers game to an extent, but it only works when you’ve identified WHO you 
potential customers are, what problems they have, how much the customer is willing to spend 
and what the true benefits are from the purchase.  This is the real fundamental part of the mar-
keting plan.  

Advertising is getting the word out be it with sales people, search engine marketing, commer-
cials, Facebook ads, billboards,  and so forth.   The most critical thing to be sure of before an-
other sales person is hired or advertisement placed, is IF qualified potential customers can even 
be reached through these efforts.    



For example if you know that 70% of your sales come from 30% of your database you probably 
have some idea that your database is full of good, bad and everything in-between.  The danger 
is in treating everything like it’s the same.  It’s not. 

Many managers are quick to look at number of calls made and sales - therefore more calls 
equal more sales.  It’s more complicated than this and that’s a bad assumption - same applies 
for the web. It’s not as simple as clicks and sales. 

Sally makes 15 calls per day or less and is a top performer.  John the new guy makes 30 and 
struggles 8 months later, yet John interviewed well and his tax returns prove he can sell.   Why 
is this?  

More often than not sales people fail because there just aren’t enough good prospects to talk to.  
John spends his days working a call list cold prospects and leads the other reps don’t want.  
Most of these companies don’t fit the customer profile yet.   

Or give all reps the same quota without considering where the sales actually come from.  Some 
geographies are much “hotter” than others - which you learn more about in lesson 3.  A territory 
with $2 million in previous sale should not have the same quota as another territory with 
$625,000. 

Much is wasted in sales when the customer has not been properly identified. 

Similar things happen on line when businesses chase fancy new strategies like social media.  

Social media is great IF your customers hang out and converse on places like LinkedIn or 
Facebook. But this is not what you see in the media.  What tends to be reported is “XYZ is the 
greatest thing since sliced bread and if you’re not doing “X” then you may as well quit now!”

Sure some businesses can benefit from say Social Selling but it doesn’t mean it’s applicable to 
everyone.  Search Marketing is great too but not always applicable.  

Before you promote you must know who you’re trying to reach and know these people so well 
you could ghost write a page in their diary.  Then find out how you can reach enough of them. 

Back when I did these different “businesses,” the company founders were the SUPER charis-
matic types who could have also started cults if they were a little higher on the psychopath 
scale.

They were convinced that their company was a crusade to better the human race and that 
ANYONE would join.  True in theory but certainly not practical.  ,Not EVERYONE would plunk 
down $1,495 to get started.  Some idiots would act surprised when I told them that, “YES IT 
ACTUALLY DOES COST MONEY TO START A BUSINESS.”  

And if I had I continued to use their boring, pre-written “company” advertisements I would have 
never made any money. 



Because…

The image and words management likes are often VERY different than what makes people buy, 
call, or request more info.

So this is the thing, more cold calls or more traffic do not always equal more sales.  Often times 
it back fires.  It’s easy to believe more traffic is the answer but often IT’S NOT.  This is a lazy 
approach taken by the overly eager or inexperienced regardless of their job title or degree. 

If you want to truly get more results from your advertising you need to identify:

Who the typical customer is, what their pain points are, how long it takes them to buy, what their 
lifetime value is, how much will they spend. Most importantly know how much is costs to get a 
new customer or client. 

While you’re at it it’s also a good idea to do the same thing for the top 20% even top 5% of your 
customers because their needs are different than typical or average customers or clients. 

And yes this is applicable to both b2b and b2c.  I do work for a number of lawyers and feel 
qualified to say law firm marketing is really TERRIBLE despite the legal industry being one of 
the top 5 most expensive industries for Google Adwords.

Law firm ads are extremely similar from one firm to the next.  Typically you’ll see out dated 
generic stock art, pictures of bookshelves and degrees on walls and of the different parters of 
the firm.  This might make the partners feel and look professional and there is a time and place 
for SOME of this but it doesn’t do much to help the car accident victim searching Google for 
help because she has mounting medical bills and suspects the insurance adjuster is low balling 
her. 



 All of your advertising needs to speak to these groups with their unique challenges. 

“But Each of My Customers Is Unique”

Somewhat true but also a cop out.  Buyers are more educated and do more researching before 
they speak to sales people, if you can’t appeal to buyers in research mode with specific content 
they what makes you think they will consider your company?

Every business needs to segment their messaging otherwise you look weak and watered down.  
You can’t segment your message if you have not identified who your customer sets are.

For example the gym I belong to is in a warehouse - workouts are in a class setting and often 
require barbells.  Adult gym class for boys and girls.  You can drop weight, grunt, and it’s ok if 
you drip sweat on the floor.  Girls wear short booty shorts and guys take their shirts off as need-
ed.  (OK it’s Crossfit)  

Women, even some of the top female members were a little scared prior to joining and were 
afraid lifting a barbell would make them manly.  This is not true and my gym would do well to 
have content easily found from their home page dispelling this fitness myth.  

A good number of members are younger professionals who miss playing college sports.  They 
joined the gym to fill that void.  But, my gym has nothing on their website for this audience ei-
ther.  Fitness is generally built more by word of mouth, this is just an easy to understand exam-
ple.    

Similarly, a company I worked for, SAI Global, provides documents such as industry standards 
to highly-regulated companies in industries such as oil & gas, medical devices, engineering and 
others.  But you’d never know it from their website as they appear to be a generic provider.  

They could get more of their existing traffic to request information or demonstrations IF they ad-
dressed their customers properly.  

Sure you can say “every customer is different” which is partially true but it’s also lazy.  Why will a 
company want to even talk to you about your services or products if you don’t already appear 
knowledgeable?  They won’t. 

Sure each company has their own challenges, but there’s also common industry problems.  For 
example medical device companies face tremendous pressure from share holders to get prod-
ucts to market.  To do so requires testing, and FDA approval.  During all of this a tremendous 
amount of documentation is required.  Should a device recall occur, consequences are signifi-
cant.  We’re talking hundreds of millions of dollars and hopefully not death or serious injury. 

So if you sell a service to medical device companies you want to talk about these kinds of 
things, as ALL OF THEM must get FDA approval before they sell a device. 

The company Master Control, also sells to medical device engineers and they’ve done a great 
job at “spinning” their content to the various markets they sell into such as medical devices, but 
also oil & gas, aerospace, chemicals and others.  The example may not be the most conversion 



friendly design but at least they have specific content for the different verticals they serve.  This 
way when an engineer at a medical device company does a keyword search for “quality man-
agement software” they arrive at this page right from the Google Ad by using Site Extensions or 
if they search more and find this page via organic search.   

If you want more sales focus harder on the marketing not on more selling. 

Strategy: More marketing - Less Selling

Tactic:  Identify 2-3 main customer segments, develop content for each that speaks to each 
segment and put this new messaging in places where it’s easily found.  This will make existing 
and new promotions more successful because it makes your company appear MORE relevant.   
Contact me for help getting this right on your website and in Adwords helping you get 
more clicks and customers.

Lesson 2.  Build an E-Mail List to Sell & Educate 24/7.



Do you know what your businesses biggest asset is?  Unless you’re Coca Cola it’s not a secret 
recipe.  More than likely YOUR LIST is your biggest asset.  Your “list” is really a database or 
master file containing a list of customers and a list for non customers who are interested in po-
tentially buying from you. 

Bob McDemus, is a client I occasionally do work for.  He is a metallurgist by trade and sells 
equipment that heats metal wire or metal in powder form to 20,000 degrees so that it liquifies 
and can be sprayed onto a part in order to fix the surface.  They call this “Thermal Spray.”

It’s quite interesting.

Now, he did not start doing this because he woke up one day and thought it was a good idea.  
Bob actually worked for a really big company as VP of Sales called Sultzer Metco and wanted to 
strike out on his own. 

Bob started out cold calling…and drum roll please..got no where fast.  Luckily, he went to one of 
Ken McCarthy’s System Seminars, and learned about how he could put together a website that 
would capture leads, instead of him calling job shops with hopes they’d buy wire and equipment 
from him.

This changed his business.

Bob went online and started advertising on Google, he gets SEO traffic as well, but he’s no 
longer a cold calling. 

Bob has a few mechanisms in place to collect emails of his prospects one if which is called “7 
Habits of Highly Effective Job Shop Owners.”

When he wants to sell stuff he doesn’t pick up the phone he sends out an email.

Obviously he’s not pounding his list with offers everyday - he mixes it up with mostly content and 
the occasional pitch.  Bob mails just a few times per month so he’s not spending his life “creat-
ing content.”
 
The idea is that while you may advertise all or most of the time, not everyone who sees your ad 
will buy now - only a small percent of Bob’s web visitors arrive their looking to get info or pricing 
about wire or machinery.  But many are interested in some of his free content - another example 
is a ROI calculator.  He gives them something useful in exchange for their contact info.  Bob 
build’s his prospect database and doesn’t cold call, he emails, and responds to those interested. 

Again the idea is to advertise problem solving info, not features and facts about your business.  

This works well for MANY kinds of businesses which is why it’s in the quick start guide as one of 
the more powerful and impactful things you can implement right now.    

If you sell products, offer a newsletter or “Insider’s Club” to incentivize people into joining your 
list.  Spice it up, no one wants click “submit” for yet another news letter - name it something 
benefit driven and give away good problem solving info that leads the reader to the conclusion 
that they should hire you to solve their problem. 



I personally use Aweber because they are best at auto-responders and also allow users who 
are not web designers to easily create sexy capture forms that can be inserted on one’s web-
site.  Plus they have very good delivery rates.  

Strategy - Get more return on investment from advertisements by getting more moderately in-
terested potential customers “in the funnel” and using auto-responders to educate and persuade 
potential customers BEFORE they talk to someone at your company.     

Tactic - Create a Lead Magnet and Build a list of potential customers you can market to over 
time with pre-done messages you can set up once and forget about for a while.  Subscribers will 
get the pre-done messages in a sequence you specify and having the list also allows you to 
blast out promotions and special offers too.  Just don’t over do it on the promoting.  80% content 
20% promotion.  This is also the ratio of TV show and commercials.  Visit Perry Marshall’s web-
site he’s the king of this.   **Create another list just for your paying customers they deserve 
their own list - don’t lump everyone together**
Source - Perry Marshall and KissMetrics

http://www.aweber.com/?312382
https://blog.kissmetrics.com/triple-salespage-conversion-rates/


Notice that with pre-written messages you pay for advertising once, some people buy some 
leave, and others opt-in for free information.  The messages make sales days later.  While you 
may not sell info products as Perry does YOU CAN and SHOULD use auto-responders to re-
inforce the messaging on your website.

I can help you write auto-responders or you can do it yourself here.

Lesson 3.  You must track and measure EVERYTHING.

OK take that with a grain of salt.  You must track and measure the IMPORTANT stuff, don’t kill 
yourself tracking minutiae.  Most business owners, managers, and executives have no idea how 
much it costs to acquire a new customer nor they do they know what part of their advertising 
works and what doesn’t.  Tracking will allow you to trim the fat from the ad campaign and spend 
where it counts.  

If you don’t know how much it costs to get a new customer THAT MUST STOP TODAY.  IF 
YOU’RE NOT TRACKING CONVERSIONS IN ADWORDS THAT IS KILLING YOUR RESULTS.

The point of Adwords and is to track what keywords and ads result in sales, leads, or phone 
calls.  You must do more than look at your monthly bill and how many clicks you got. 

Google Analytics is a great free tool that will allow you to track and measure nearly everything 
from all online channels such as leads/sales that come from Social Media, a banner ad, natural 
or non sponsored search results, and more.   

Look at your top 2-3 advertising channels and figure out a way of measuring each of them.   
Don’t worry about the lowly keywords that have low impressions and bring 1 or 2 leads per 
quarter - track the BIG STUFF and optimize there. 

Bose, the speaker maker does a great job with this.  Nearly all of their advertisements have 
some sort of unique promo code and while it looks like a customer incentive it’s mainly so they 
can track their advertisements.  While this is quite common place now, Bose was doing this 
ages ago.  Same applies for many of the ads you see in airline magazines while flying.  

Track promotions on your own and as scientifically as possible because what a customer tells 
you is rarely accurate.  Also note that while your working to identify the source a customer came 
from pay attention to geography as well (this is more geared towards national/global business-
es). 

I used to have these wanker sales managers saying every territory is equal.  And in their mind I 
guess it was because they lived by the spreadsheet and if they could make it work out on a 
spreadsheet then damn it, it was true. At least it was for them and their yes men.  But seriously 
know where your sales come from because this will help you properly allocate resources versus 
“wing-in it.”

This was when I was at Thomson Reuters which all in all was great experience, and while the 
company did very well in the United States the offer flopped in Europe (at least during the time I 
was there) for a few reasons:

https://m171.isrefer.com/go/arbootcamp/ericdick/


• 1. The product was primarily US centric and used US tax terminology which would be like 
selling a car to Europeans where the speedometer is in miles per hour not kilometers.

• 2. A new regulation (FAS 109) in the US was the main reason the product took off in the first 
place - I don’t think Europe had anything similar or as significant.

• 3. No relationships with channel partners in Europe.

My previous employer could have avoided a lot of frustration by advertising to Europe and see-
ing if they could even generate leads and conduct demonstrations from the US, BEFORE open-
ing an office over seas and moving people across the pond.  

If you have a national business Google Trends is a great way to get a feel for demand by region, 
which could be a country or state.

Google Trends shows what regions where search demand is highest.  Search Demand is a term 
for when people type keywords related about your business into the search engine.  In other 

words you can see regions where people search for what you offer most. 

This picture below is a Google Trend keyword search for “Tax Stream” which was the name of 
the start up I worked for that was acquired by Thomson Reuters in 2008. 

Click this link to view in a web browser.
http://www.google.com/trends/explore#q=tax+stream&geo=US

After getting tired of hearing my managers lie to me about all territories being equal I ran a re-
port in SalesForce so I could see all sales over a 3 year period which I broke out by state and 
sales rep.  It turns out that states that had most people searching were also states where we 
sold the most.  This was not a funny coincidence.  

http://www.google.com/trends/explore#q=tax+stream&geo=US


Not selling to as many of the people ALREADY looking for what you sell is like letting hundred 
dollar bills slip through your fingers.

At a superficial level you can say that 80% of sales come from 20% of the reps, but what’s really 
happening is that 80% of the sales from 20% of the applicable geography, in the case the Unit-
ed States. It works this way with advertising, take a look at your analytics or dimensions in Ad-
words to see your geographic hot spots.  (I uncover this in Adwords audits) 

So if your’e a sales manager or owner I URGE you to strongly consider because it’s a much 
smarter way to work and allocate resources.  If you’ve never dug into this kind of data before it 
will ALOT more meaningful than sales training.  Sure sales training “can help” in terms of having 
a slight edge but we know most of it goes in one ear and out the other.  How is a day or week of 
training going to make lasting change?  How do you even measure it anyway?

Look at how I improved the company’s online marketing and how it led to over $1,000,000 in 
new sales.  You can track and measure clicks and leads with Google, and then track what hap-
pens to that lead in a database such as SalesForce. 

Sales trainers want you to think there’s some secret thing the top reps have because if you’re 
convince of that, then you will buy their expensive training.  

You really must look at the data, meaning search demand, historical sales separated by geog-
raphy, and get your lead flow working.  This is MORE important than your next hire.  You must 
do this before you spend on another campaign.  You’ll hire someone based on short interviews 
and very superficial things like how well they sell themselves into the role.  Important yes, but 
certainly not fool proof.  You need a system that generates leads for your entire sales staff or 
business.  This is how you make it favorable for them to succeed.  If they are good listeners and 
can follow a sales process, that’s all that’s required. 

The reality in larger b2b sales or even any sale of significance where much is scrutinized 
and considered - having a good territory or lots of qualified prospects is the MAIN differ-
entiator.  

When I was at TaxStream/Thomson Reuters, the offering was for corporate tax departments, the 
client was typically Fortune 1000, had global operations or numerous locations aka “legal enti-
ties” in tax speak.  Sure we may have had a little $7 million dollar bank who purchased here and 
there, but these were exceptions who don’t fit the typical customer profile.  Focusing on them 
exclusively would be frustrating to say the least. 

It shouldn’t surprise you why we sold quite well in Manhattan, Chicago, Houston and New Jer-
sey. 

Jersey for example is home to many pharmaceutical companies, actually a good number of 
companies in general.

Manhattan, Chicago, LA, need no explaining - they’re prime metro areas where our channel 
partners also had offices.  

So wherever the big accounting firms had offices, we got some business, as a result. 



Again, the lesson is to know where you make sales and allocate resources based on that.  

If you want a new sales person to succeed you have to stack the odds in their favor.  Sales 
people or business development people spend a small percent of their time in front of qualified 
prospects selling and closing - MOST of their time get’s spent on $5 an hour actives such as 
researching, finding names, telemarketing, and other sales admin work like putting leads in 
SalesForce or a CRM.  Getting your lead flow right is key.

Similarly business owners must master 1 form of advertising before beginning another online 
campaign.  This is why companies like Yodle and Yelp grow because they prey upon business 
owners’ busy schedules and confusion and dazzle them with presentations about how they’ll get 
some many clicks.

If you want SEO or some other form of online marketing to work out you have to start this new 
initiative with something that ALREADY works as a baseline otherwise you may spend months 
on “rankings” or “fan growth” with nothing to show for it.  For the most part, Google Adwords is 
what you must succeed with FIRST before you venture off into other online marketing directions.  

And don’t forget to track! 

Strategy: Start tracking so you can trim the fat out of your advertising and sales. 

Tactic: Use free tools such as Google Analytics so you can determine things like cost per sale, 
or how much it cost to promote a webinar using Google Adwords or LinkedIn ads.  Use Google 
Trends to get a feel for what regions search for what you offer most.  Don’t treat everything as 
being the same.  Take a page from the Bose playbook and offer promotional codes or unique 
websites for your top 3 advertising channels.  The main goal is to NOT be like most business 
owners who don’t know what half of their advertising works and what doesn’t.  

Since this document is geared towards those who use Google AdWords implement con-
version tracking ASAP if you aren’t already.     

Lesson 4. Know and Master the 5 Criteria of a Sale.

This is the most brilliant and succinct sales training I ever got PERIOD. Hands down.

Every sale/signed contract ALWAYS has these 5 Criteria Present because if they don’t, then NO 
DEAL. 

1. Customer has a “bleeding-neck” problem.
2. They have the money
3. A decision maker is involved.
4. They want to buy from you.
5. The proposed project or solution fits in with their plans/they have the the time. 

#4 took me a bit to wrap my head around, but think about it there are plenty of things you may 
“want” to buy that are not important nor do you have the money for. 



Who came up with this?  

Sales trainer John Paul Mendocha.  In his late teens he was a professional Las Vegas card 
shark who turned B2B sales pro some years later.  

This picture I found is most appropriate.  I met John at Perry Marshall’s 
Rainmaker Seminar in Chicago 2012, but the first time I heard of him 
was on a recording Perry did that was included as a bonus with some 
AdWords guide I bought a while back. 

The recording was originally recorded some time way before that in 
one of Perry’s more expensive seminars or programs. 

I first listened in 2009.  The info that I got from John was much better 
than the sales training provided by Thomson Reuters they must have 
spent tens of thousands on.

Just like there are ads and websites that make presidents happy, there’s sales training that 
makes owners and managers happy.  Smart business people know the difference and hire out-
side professionals to tell them what they need to hear NOT what they want to hear.   

Sales training isn’t pointless, if a rep always resorts to competing on price that’s not good, and 
training can help.  However good the training is it’s all for naught if used on unqualified 
prospects.  

A qualified prospect at minimum is aware and looking to solve a problem or do something better.  
They realize they want to fix or improve “X” in the next 2 -12 months.  They may not have the 
budget and time to approve a purchase now but that will come together in the future.  That’s a 
decent lead. 

Your job as a business owner, sales person or marketer, is to find this stuff out quickly and there 
are ways to structure outreach efforts so that prospecting and or marketing efforts attract those 
with money and problems.  

This lesson is applicable to both b2b and b2c, services, retail, everything. 

YOU MUST consider customer profiles and buyers intent.

Too many sales people spend too much time showing the product and sending proposals to 
people who may never buy.  Consider a sales rep making cold calls.  

Even when the prospect list has been well researched the chances are slim that the company 
called upon will have problems, and if they do it’s even rarer that they will also have money, and 
that they can fit the proposed solution in with their existing plans. 

On the Google Search side of things who is more serious buyer someone who types in “weight 
lifting shoe” or someone who types in “Nike Ramaleos 2 Volt Green?”  Just the word “Law Firm” 
or “Car Accident Lawyer Upper East Side Manhattan?” 



Obviously, the latter.  Marketers of all sorts need to focus their efforts attracting clicks/leads/
sales from people who search the Internet with what are called “Buyer’s Keywords.” 

You don’t want to spend too much time going after unqualified prospects because too much ed-
ucation is involved and that is costly and time-consuming.   

Search Marketers do well when they bid on “buyers” keywords which are search phrases that 
have “buyers’ intent” behind them.

The names of products and services have buyers intent and even more so when they have 
names of towns and cities attached to them.   

Back when I started doing sales at TaxStream/Thomson Reuters, we’d cold call to book demon-
strations “getting the word out” about our new technology. 

Anyhow, we’d get good feedback, we’d send proposals, and they’d be stuck out there in limbo.

The VP of sales “incentivized” the team to get demonstrations booked and complete.  The per-
son with the most demos won $500 a month. 

It didn’t matter if the company would never buy and you arranged the meeting purely so they 
could see the cool new thing out there.

It’s wasteful showing the product to people who agree to see it who have nothing better to do. 

Don’t forget that good feedback and signed contracts are 2 different animals.

Anyhow, I always put people on a demo who I thought were reasonably qualified, but there were 
still good number or proposals “out there.”  But, every now and again a “stuck” proposal would 
come around because the company now had a pressing need.  A need in this niche was if a 
company had new scrutiny on their numbers which could have been the result of going public or 
getting acquired by a public company.  

A need or problem shifts the offering from “nice to have” to “must have.” 

My wanker managers who had never really cold called or sold thought it was the job of the rep 
to establish their needs and their time frame.

I could not control the plans of a company or in this case corporate tax department.  Tax profes-
sionals and their VPs don’t include reps from software vendors to sit in and contribute to plan-
ning and budget meetings.  They may include tax consultants - but not reps from vendors. 

Bottom line, if they’re not bleeding they are not buying.  

People go online searching keywords like “work compensation lawyer” “Buy Nike Ramaleos 
Shoes” or “Oracle Implementation Partner” because they have an itch to scratch.  Otherwise 
they’d be on Facebook at happy hour.  Savvy Pay Per Click marketers organize campaigns 
around the intent to “look” “shop” and “buy/request info or a consultation.”  



This is why out-reach efforts must focus on people looking to DO something.  Not effectively 
marketing to people already looking for what you offer is like letting money slip through your 
hands.  For service based businesses that include:

B2B Software and technology
Education and Certification in niche specialties such as fitness, driving, photography, music, 
business etc. 
Local Service Based Businesses such as mortgages, refinancing, roofing, contracting, mold re-
mediation, many areas of law (criminal, injury, real estate), cosmetic surgery and dentistry….

Google Adwords is the best and most affordable way of reaching people looking to solve prob-
lems, and many of the advertisers in these kinds of businesses SUCK and you can really get a 
leg up on your competitors by just “doin’ the basics.”

But it’s also nearly 2015 and unless your love marketing you should not go at this alone nor 
should you hire some big company like Yodle who is gonna put some $30,000 a year employee 
in charge of your business who’s only experience comes from what was taught in company 
training and orientation.   

I don’t doubt a capable to very good sales person’s abilities in terms of cold calling, booking a 
meeting, presenting, and getting good feedback.  But, there’s a big difference between good 
feedback and getting paid.

Personally I feel that cold calling is dying.  For starters there’s no reason to make another 
cold call or run another ad if you’re not already successful at Google Acwords.  This has 
always been important and it’s even more critical now since the Internet has put more info than 
ever in the hands of the public. 

Buyers are even more informed and empowered than ever.  You can either change with the 
times and make this work in your favor, or you can keep doing it the way it’s always been done. 

In my year at SAI Global, of the 9 new sales I made 2 came from a cold call.  It was one new 
account that purchased 2 things.  

In 5 years at Thomson Reuters, 1 sale came from cold calling and I luckily found a company 
with budget to spend before the year was over.  This RARELY happens.  I’ve used  

I agree that sales is a numbers game, BUT you must play the game smart.   

I don’t mind cold calling and there’s numerous ways you can warm it up, automate it, and ap-
pear more credible and trust worthy in the process.  Even by doing those things cold calling 
CANNOT be the only thing you do.  You need to have qualified leads to talk to because inbound 
leads close a lot faster.  

The same is true online, people searching for products and services using search terms that 
contain at least 3 words tend to buy and buy faster than those that search more generic phras-
es.   
 



Strategy 4.  Focus sales and marketing efforts to those who at minimum have a problem 
to solve.  When there’s a real problem, the other 4 criteria will manifest themselves in the near 
future.  This is applicable in b2b and b2c.

Tactic 4.  This builds on lesson one where you were instructed to identify 2-3 main customer 
segments.  Now that you know who they are and have identified how you solve their problems, 
retune your advertising so that you are selling to people or businesses with problems.  People 
or businesses with problems find ways to solve them and for many, heading online to get info is 
step 1.    

For sales pros this means putting advertisements to attract the attention of prospects in pain.  
The goal is to replace cold calling with warm lead calling.

For those selling products put together ebooks or problem solving guides that offer solutions to 
your customers so they are better educated and come back and buy from you.   

Here’s a good e-commerce example.

In b2b and b2c, guides, reports, and white papers abound.  You’ll need to consider how often 
your prospects are pitched “information.” Info you give away MUST be easy to read and act on!

Lesson 5.  Persuasion by Up Sells and Multi-Tiered 
Pricing. 

Remember my story about buying my “business in a box” for $1,495 and how weeks later I in-
vested another $20,990? 

I would have never gotten involved in the first place if I was asked to invest over $20,000 at the 
onset. 

Back when I did that business, I had NO business trying to sell the more expensive 2nd and 3rd 
level products to people who had not yet purchased and had a good experience with the entry 
level product that cost $1,495. 

Nearly EVERY business can implement something like this, maybe not at these price points, but 
your offerings should fall into groups of say Platinum, Gold, and Silver.

Back when I was selling tax software and services “deals” were usually in the 5 and multiple 6 
figure range.  The sales cycle was rather long - when the process started with a cold call it could 
take over 1 year to close a piece of business.  In-bound leads by way of referral, or marketing 
were always faster. 

With the larger projects, it would amaze me that companies would plunk down hundreds of 
thousands of dollars based on what software vendors and tax consultants said with NO proof 
they would get the results promised in said time-frame. 

http://www.sweetwater.com/insync/500-series-gear-buying-guide/


If I were able to do over I would have much rather preferred to do a small paid discovery or paid 
software trial and training rather than enduring what seemlier like endless meetings, demos, and 
pricing calls.

This works out better for buyers and sellers.  For sellers it separates the buyers from tire kick-
ers.  If you sell a high priced service why not offer a lower priced entry level service and let the 
customer have a win at a price point that’s easier to get approved than laboring for months even 
years on a big deal that might not ever happen? 

For buyers it allows them to get their hands dirty using the solution before they invest tens or 
hundreds of thousands of dollars.  For sellers, it separates those willing to spend money versus 
those who are not. 

People are busier than ever, and now thanks to the Internet are much more informed making 
them more sophisticated buyers.  In some verticals people “free reports” and “guides” are old 
news.

In short, it will be easier and faster to sell a $200,000 project if a much smaller engagement or 
scoping exercise is done successfully in advance. 

My prediction is that this is how companies will make large transactions in the future - especially 
with new vendors or new players in the market. 

So, if you sell something lower priced is there an offering that is significantly to 10 times more 
expensive than what you offer now that you could realistically sell?

Or, do you only or mostly offer big ticket projects that take a long time to not only sell but also 
complete - could you offer something that takes 1/10th the time and cost of your current large 
offerings?  The goal here is to use a smaller project to filter out prospects from buyers, and get 
those you would sell a large project to - to have a great experience with a smaller transaction so 
they are less apprehensive about a bigger project. 

These 2 examples are more geared towards b2b and service providers. 

For retailers (although this is still widely applicable), do consider membership clubs and VIP of-
ferings, as well as cross-sells of related products.  It’s all about increasing each order size and 
the amount purchased over time.

Switching back to service providers because this guide is geared mostly about lead generation 
versus product sales, think about “get keepers” you can put in place that filter out unwanted 
prospects.  

For example you send a post card about a white paper to a list of 2,000.  You only require a 
name and work email for someone to get it.

You get 200 download requests.  The white paper ends with an offer for a free consultation or 
audit to help them solve few specific problems.



Obviously not everyone is qualified for the free audit, you may only want to do 10 audits for 
every 50 or more prospects and out of 10 audits maybe there’s 2-3 real projects. Rather than 
spend time chasing EVERYONE, call back people that request info or in other words come 
through your marketing funnel. 

How do you get people to request info?  Press releases, direct mail, pay per click ads, speaking, 
even cold calls. Yes, use cold calls to promote a case study, a problem solving guide, a webinar, 
or book.  Using the phone to set appointments is predictable and SALESY. 

Use cold calls to start a permission based marketing sequence rather than pure appointment 
setting.   

Be different than the competition.  Nearly every b2b job posting for sales reps seeks reps who 
are consultative.  The sad reality is that “consultative” means cold call and ask a bunch of ques-
tions.   

Ironically these same companies expect their reps to be consultative yet they begin “working” by 
cold calling like a low wage telemarketer - asking prospects dozens of questions before any val-
ue has been demonstrated.

Enough said about that. 

Strategy 5.  Use the concept of tiered pricing to get sell higher priced items or services, but also 
to sell more of the existing.  For example the $20 VIP car was seems expensive next to the $5 
express wash, but doesn’t seem that expensive when compared to the $49 Express Detail or 
the $199 Full Detail.  

Tactic 5. Implement different price points, memberships, sources of recurring revenue, along 
with basic, and deluxe versions of your services and products. 

Also consider a low end offer if you only sell very expensive products or services and something 
high end if you only sell lower priced items.  Check out this example from a nightclub, they have 
something for everyone, note that the larger packages are for larger parties, BUT cost per per-
son ranges from $40 to $400 at the different “levels.”  This is how nightclubs increase revenue 
per patron.  You must focus on increasing the value of each lead, sale, appointment and so 
forth.  





THANK YOU for reading my guide.  Once again my point in creating this document is to give 
people ideas and insights into what makes campaigns and promotions successful and what 
makes them fail. 

There’s too much waste in the word of sales and marketing, and many business that could be 
doing better IF there marketing message was more persuasive and their advertising was 
punchier and more measurable.  

I hope I gave you a bunch of ideas you can use to reduce wasted click spend but more impor-
tantly get more business and make more money.  

I’m happy to schedule a personal consultation to help you prioritize and implement these 
items for your business and at the very least consider having me audit your existing 
campaign. 

FREE Bonus.  To help drive home the points in this book  - mainly using compelling 
problem solving based marketing and tracking the results - I interviewed Brian Kurtz, Ex-
ecutive Vice President at Boardroom, Inc.  In 10 years Brian and his mentor built a $100 
million business.  He lives and breathes these principles on a truly massive scale - and 
it’s strategies and tactics like the ones I’ve written about that have made him successful. 

Visit This Link to Get The Interview

Best Regards,

  
  

PS Definitely keep in touch!  The best way to do so is to visit my website and subscribe for up-
dates.  You can do so here.

http://ericlouisconsulting.com/brian-k-interview-kindle/
http://ericlouisconsulting.com/brian-k-interview-kindle/



